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Abstract
We propose a learning model called the quantum statistical learning (QSQ) model, which
extends the SQ learning model introduced by Kearns [Kea98] to the quantum setting. Our
model can be also seen as a restriction of the quantum PAC learning model: here, the learner
does not have direct access to quantum examples, but can only obtain estimates of measure-
ment statistics on them. Theoretically, this model provides a simple yet expressive setting to
explore the power of quantum examples in machine learning. From a practical perspective,
since simpler operations are required, learning algorithms in the QSQmodel are more feasible
for implementation on near-term quantum devices.
We prove a number of results about the QSQ learning model. We first show that parity
functions, O(logn)-juntas and polynomial-sized DNF formulas are efficiently learnable in the
QSQ model, in contrast to the classical setting where these problems are provably hard. This
implies that many of the advantages of quantum PAC learning can be realized even in the more
restricted quantum SQ learning model.
It is well-known that weak statistical query dimension, denoted by WeakSQDIM(C), charac-
terizes the complexity of learning a concept class C in the classical SQ model. We show that
log(WeakSQDIM(C)) is a lower bound on the complexity of QSQ learning, and furthermore it
is tight for certain concept classes C . Additionally, we show that this quantity provides strong
lower bounds for the small-bias quantum communication model under product distributions.
Finally, we introduce the notion of private quantum PAC learning, in which a quantum
PAC learner is required to be differentially private. We show that learnability in the QSQmodel
implies learnability in the quantum private PAC model. Additionally, we show that in the
private PAC learning setting, the classical and quantum sample complexities are equal, up to
constant factors.
1 Introduction
The prospect of using quantum computers to perform machine learning has received much at-
tention lately, given their potential to offer significant speedups for solving certain problems of
practical relevance. There has been a flurry of proposed quantum algorithms for performing
computations that are ubiquitous in machine learning, ranging from convex optimization, matrix
completion, clustering, support vector machines [KP17, BKL+19, LMR13, RML14]. Due to the
assumptions required by these quantum algorithms, the evidence for a quantum computational
advantage in performing machine learning tasks is murky at best [Tan19, CGL+19]. It is there-
fore an active area of research to obtain evidence (even conditional) for quantum advantage in
machine learning.
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Quantum learning theory has provided a theoretical framework to study the capabilities and
limitations of quantum machine learning. Here, the focus is not only on the computational com-
plexity of learning algorithms, but also on information-theoretic measures such as sample and
query complexity. One of the first classical learning models that were generalized to the quan-
tum setting was Valiant’s Probably Approximately Correct (PAC) model of learning [Val84]. In
the classical PAC model of learning, the goal is to learn a collection of Boolean functions, which
is often referred to as a concept class C ⊆ {c : {0,1}n → {0,1}}. The elements of a concept class are
called concepts. In the PAC model of learning, there is an unknown distributionD : {0,1}n → [0,1]
and a learner is given labelled examples {xi , c∗(xi)}i where xi is drawn from the distribution D and
c∗ ∈ C is the unknown target concept. The goal of a learner is the following: for every unknown
D and c∗, use labelled examples to produce a hypothesis h that satisfies Prx∼D[h(x) = c∗(x)] ≥ 2/3.
The quantum PAC model, introduced by Bshouty and Jackson [BJ95], considers the extension of
Valiant’s PAC model where the learning algorithm is not given labelled examples {xi , c(xi )}i , but
instead is given copies of a quantum example
|ψc∗〉 =
∑
x∈{0,1}n
√
D(x) |x,c∗(x)〉.
which is a superposition of labeled examples. Observe that simply measuring |ψc∗〉 in the com-
putational basis gives a classical labelled example. Quantum examples are well-motivated in
quantum computing: they arise naturally in quantum query algorithms, and also have interesting
complexity-theoretic applications [AT07].
In the distribution-independent PAC learning model, Arunachalam and de Wolf [AW18]
showed that the sample complexity of quantum and classical PAC learning is the same. However,
in the uniform distribution learning model (i.e., when we fix D to be the uniform distribution),
quantum examples have been shown to be very powerful. In particular, given uniform quantum
examples 1√
2n
∑
x |x,c∗(x)〉 a quantum learner can efficiently sample from the Fourier distribution
{ĉ∗(S)2}S , a tool that has been used to provide even exponential advantage over the known classical
algorithms [BJ95, AS05, GKZ19, ACL+19].
In this paper, we further investigate the power of quantum examples in learning, by defin-
ing a restricted quantum learning model and studying its capabilities and limitations. We call
it the quantum statistical query (QSQ) model , which extends the well-studied (classical) statis-
tical query (SQ) learning model introduced by Kearns [Kea98]. In SQ learning, the learner con-
structs a hypothesis not by examining a sequence of labelled examples, but instead by adaptively
querying an oracle to obtain estimates of statistical properties of the labelled examples. Though
this model is weaker than PAC learning, it is rich enough to capture many known learning algo-
rithms [BDMN05, Fel16, Fel17].
Quantum statistical query model. In the QSQmodel, the learner – which is still a classical ran-
domized algorithm – can query an oracle to obtain statistics of quantum examples to compute
a hypothesis. Roughly speaking, these statistics correspond to the average value obtained if
a quantum computer would repeatedly measure copies of quantum examples using a specified
measurement M . More concretely, in quantum computing measurements are defined by Hermi-
tian matrices called observables, and the statistics obtained by the learner consist of an estimate
of the expectation value 〈ψc∗ |M |ψc∗〉 for a chosen observableM . WhenM is diagonal, this reduces
to the case of making classical SQ queries, and the power of QSQ appears when M corresponds
to measurements of |ψc∗〉 in a non-classical basis.
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We motivate the study of this model in several ways. Some concept classes appear to be
learnedmore efficiently in the quantum PAC setting (at least in the distribution-dependent setting);
a natural question is whether these efficiency gains come from the ability of the quantum learning
algorithm to directlymanipulate coherent superpositions of labeled data (i.e., quantum examples),
or does the weaker quantum statistical query access suffice? Are there classical-quantum learning
separations even in this weak statistical query model, where the learner can only access the data
through measurement statistics of quantum examples?
Another motivation comes from the consideration that QSQ learners are more practically
feasible than general quantum PAC learners. A general quantum PAC learning algorithm could
perform complex entangling unitaries and measurements on many quantum examples simulta-
neously in order to extract joint statistics. However, this seems far beyond the capabilities of
noisy, near-term quantum computers. In the QSQ learning model, the learner can only obtain
statistics about individual quantum examples. In a practical implementation of these quantum
learning algorithms, this would only require measuring a single quantum example at a time. One
could imagine a scenario where classical learning algorithms can query a cloud-based quantum
computer to solve a learning task; the QSQ model would lend itself naturally to this situation.
Our contributions. The first contribution of our paper is providing a definition for the quantum
statistical query model. We then prove a number of results regarding this model.
1. We show that a query-efficient QSQ learner for a concept class C under a distribution D
implies a sample-efficient quantum PAC learner for C under the same distribution, and
furthermore implies a sample-efficient noisy quantum PAC learning of C. This is exactly
analogous to how classical SQ learning is a restriction of noisy PAC learning, which is itself
a restriction of standard PAC learning.
2. We present three learning problems that can be solved efficiently in theQSQmodel, but not
in the classical SQmodel. In particular, we show that it is possible to learn parity functions,
juntas, and DNF formulas under the uniform distribution in polynomial time in the QSQ
model; in contrast, the same problems are provably hard in the classical SQ model. Notice
that for juntas and DNFs, no efficient classical learning algorithm is currently known even
in the setting where the learner is given the classical samples.
3. We show that while the statistical query dimension characterizes the query complexity in
the SQmodel, its logarithm is a tight lower-bound to the query complexity ofQSQ learning.
We also show a connection between one-way communication complexity (under product
distributions) with weak statistical query dimension. In particular, this connection allows
us to prove non-trivial lower bounds on the communication complexity (under product dis-
tributions) even for inverse exponential bias in computing the function value.
4. Our final contribution in this paper is to define the notion of privacy in the quantum PAC
learning model. We then lift the fundamental connection between classical statistical query
learning and private PAC learning to the quantum setting and show that learnability in
the quantum SQ model implies private quantum PAC learnability. Finally, we provide a
combinatorial characterization of the sample complexity of private quantum PAC learning
and using this characterization we show that the sample complexities of private classical
and quantum PAC learning are equal, up to constant factors.
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Organization. In Section 3 we introduce the quantum statistical query model. In Section 4 we
present three concept classes that are efficiently learnable in the quantum statistical query model.
We follow by showing a lower bound to the query complexity in the QSQ model and its relations
to communication complexity in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6 we present connections between
the QSQ model and quantum differential privacy.
2 Preliminaries
We let [n] = {1, . . . ,n}. For s ∈ {0,1}n, define supp(s) = {i ∈ [n] : si = 1}. For S ⊆ [n], denote Sc = [n]\S
be the complement of S .
Quantum computing. We briefly review the basic concepts in quantum computing. We define
|0〉 =
(
1
0
)
and |1〉 =
(
0
1
)
as the canonical basis for C2. A qubit |ψ〉 is a unit vector in C2, i.e.,
α|0〉+β |1〉 for α,β ∈C that satisfy |α|2+ |β |2 = 1. Multi-qubit quantum states are obtained by taking
tensor products of single-qubit states: an arbitrary n-qubit quantum state |ψ〉 ∈C2n is a unit vector
in C2
n
and can be expressed as |ψ〉 = ∑x∈{0,1}n αx |x〉 where αx ∈ C and ∑x |αx |2 = 1. We denote by
〈ψ| as the conjugate transpose of the quantum state |ψ〉. On a quantum computer one is allowed
to arbitrary quantum gates (or operations) that correspond to unitary matrices. One gate we use
often is the Hadamard gate, defined as H = 1√
2
(
1 1
1 −1
)
. An observable M is a Hermitian matrix,
which encodes a measurement in quantum mechanics. The average measurement outcome of a
state |ψ〉 using the observable O is given by the expectation value 〈ψ|O|ψ〉.
Fourier analysis. We now introduce the basics of Fourier analysis on the Boolean cube. For
S ∈ {0,1}n, we define the character function χS : {0,1}n → {−1,1} as χS (x) = (−1)S ·x where S · x =∑
i Si · xi (mod 2). For f : {0,1}n → {−1,1}, the Fourier coefficients of f are
f̂ (S) = Ex∈{0,1}n[f (x) ·χS(x)] for every S ∈ {0,1}n,
where the expectation is takenwith respect to the uniform distribution over {0,1}n. Every function
f : {0,1}n → R can be written uniquely as f (x) =∑S∈{0,1}n f̂ (S)χS(x). Parseval’s identity states that∑
S f̂ (S)
2 = E[f (x)2] = 1. Hence, {f̂ (S)2}S∈{0,1}n forms a probability distribution. For every i ∈ [n],
we define the ith influence as
Infi(f ) =
∑
S∈{0,1}n:
Si=1
f̂ (S)2.
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2.1 PAC learning
Valiant [Val84] introduced the Probably Approximately Correct (PAC) model of learning, which
gives a formalization of what “learning a function” means. In this learning model, a concept class
C is a collection of Boolean functions C ⊆ {c : {0,1}n → {0,1}}. The functions inside C are referred
to as concepts. Let D : {0,1}n → [0,1] be an unknown distribution over the Boolean cube. In the PAC
model, a learner A is given many labelled examples (x,c(x)) where x is drawn from the distribution
D and c ∈ C is the unknown target concept. The goal of an (ε,δ)-learner is the following: with
probability at least 1−δ (probability taken according to internal randomness of A andD), output
a hypothesis h : {0,1}n → {0,1} that satisfies Prx∼D[h(x) = c(x)] ≥ 1−ε. The (ε,δ)-sample complexity
of a learning algorithm A is the maximal number of labelled examples used, maximized over
all c ∈ C and distributions D : {0,1}n → [0,1]. The (ε,δ)-sample complexity of learning C is the
minimal sample complexity over all (ε,δ)-learners for C.
We say A is a uniform-(ε,δ) learner for a concept class C if the distribution D is fixed to be the
uniform distribution over {0,1}n and A learns C under the uniform distribution.
2.1.1 Quantum PAC learning.
The quantum PACmodel of learning was introduced by [BJ95]. In this model a quantum learning
algorithm has access to a quantum computer and quantum examples
∑
x
√
D(x)|x,c(x)〉, and the
goal is still output a classical hypothesis h with the same requirements as in the classical setting.
For every C, the (ε,δ)-quantum PAC complexities are defined as the quantum analogues to the
classical complexity measures. For more on these learning models, we refer the reader to [AW17]
and the references therein.
Noisy quantum examples. Following the work of Grilo et al. [GKZ19], we define noisy quantum
PAC learning. Here, a learner is provided with copies of a noisy quantum example for a concept
c ∈ C and distribution D as a superposition of noisy classical examples.1 Understanding the quan-
tum and classical learnability of functions in the noisy setting is motivated by the connection to
important problems in cryptography such as learning parity with noise [Pie12] and learning with
errors problem [Reg09]. More concretely, a η-noisy quantum example for a concept c is given by
|ψ̂c〉 =
∑
x∈{0,1}n
√
D(x)|x,c(x)⊕ bx〉, (1)
where each bx is an i.i.d. variable which equals 0 with probability 1 − η and 1 otherwise. Here
again the goal of a learner is to learn a concept class C under all distributions D. The complexity
of such learners is defined exactly as we defined it for quantum PAC learning, except that we also
allow the sample complexity of an η-noisy PAC learner to depend on the factor 1/(1− 2η).2
1In the classical setting, a noisy classical PAC learner obtains many (x,c(x)+bx ) where x is sampled from D and bx is
an independent random variable which equals 0 with probability 1−η and 1 otherwise and using these noisy examples
a learner needs to learn c.
2Note that when η = 1/2, a learner is obtaining uniformly random bits of information in which case we cannot hope
to learn c.
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3 Quantum statistical query learning
In this section, we introduce the model of quantum statistical query learning (QSQ). We start
by briefly describing the classical SQ learning. Let C ⊆ {c : {0,1}n → {−1,1}} be a concept class.
The goal of a statistical learning algorithm is to learn an unknown c∗ ∈ C under an unknown
distribution D : {0,1}n → [0,1]. A (classical) SQ learning algorithm has access to a statistical query
oracle Stat which takes as input a tolerance parameter τ ≥ 0 and a function φ : {0,1}n × {−1,1} →
{−1,1} and returns a number α such that∣∣∣∣α −Ex∼D[φ(x,c∗(x))]∣∣∣∣ ≤ τ .
The SQ learning algorithm adaptively chooses a sequence {(φi ,τi)}, and based on the responses of
{Stat(φi ,τi )}i , it outputs a hypothesis h : {0,1}n → {0,1}. We say that an SQ learning algorithm A
ε-learns C with query complexity Q and tolerance τ if, for every c∗ ∈ C and distribution D, A
makes Q classical Stat queries with tolerance at least τ, and outputs a hypothesis h that is 1 − ε
close to c∗ under D, i.e., Prx∼D[h(x) = c∗(x)] ≥ 1− ε.3
We extend this learning model to allow the algorithm to make quantum statistical queries.
Definition 3.1 Let C ⊆ {c : {0,1}n → {0,1}} be a concept class and D : {0,1}n → [0,1] be a distribu-
tion. A quantum statistical query oracle Qstat(M,τ) for some c∗ ∈ C receives as inputs a tolerance
parameter τ ≥ 0 and an observable M ∈ (C2)⊗n+1 × (C2)⊗n+1 satisfying ‖M‖ ≤ 1, and outputs a num-
ber α satisfying ∣∣∣∣α − 〈ψc∗ |M |ψc∗〉∣∣∣∣ ≤ τ,
where |ψc∗〉 =
∑
x∈{0,1}n
√
D(x)|x,c∗(x)〉.
Observe that Qstat generalizes the classical Stat(φ,τ): if we take the diagonal matrix
M =
∑
z∈{0,1}n
φ(z,c(z))|z,c(z)〉〈z,c(z)|,
thenQstat(M,τ) outputs a number α ∈R that is τ-close to Ex∼D[φ(x,c(x))], as in the classical case.
AllowingM to be an arbitrary quantum observable lets the QSQ learning algorithm to acquire a
broader range of statistics from the coherent superposition of labeled examples.
Definition 3.2 Let C be a concept class and D : {0,1}n → [0,1] be a distribution. We stay that C
can be ε-learned in the quantum statistical query model with Q queries, if there is an algorithm A
such that for every c∗ ∈ C, A makes at most Q Qstat queries and outputs a hypothesis h satisfying
Prx∼D[h(x) , c∗(x)] ≤ ε.
We justify this model as follows. In the classical case, one can think of the input φ to the Stat
oracle as a specification of a statistic about the distribution of examples (x,c∗(x)), and the output
of the Stat oracle is an estimation of φ: one can imagine that the oracle receives i.i.d. labeled
examples (x,c∗(x)) and empirically computes an estimate of φ, which is then forwarded to the
learning algorithm. In the quantum setting, one can imagine the analogous situation where the
3Note that in the SQmodel, there is no “δ”-parameter associated to a learner, i.e., we require a SQ learner to always
output a hypothesis h that is ε-close to c under D.
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oracle receives copies of the quantum example state |ψc∗〉, and performs a measurement indicated
by the observable M on each copy and outputs an estimate of 〈ψc∗ |M |ψc∗〉. We emphasize that the
learning algorithm is still a classical randomized algorithm and only receives statistical estimates
of measurements on quantum examples. Similar to the PAC setting, we are also interested in the
sample and time complexity of learning concept classes in the quantum statistical model.
Definition 3.3 Let C be a concept class and D : {0,1}n → [0,1] be a distribution. We define QSQε(c,D)
as the minimal number of Qstat queries that a learner A needs to make to ε-learn c. We define the
statistical query complexity of C as
QSQε(C) = max
c∈C
max
D
QSQε(c,D).
We say that C can be ε-learned in polynomial time (polynomial with respect to the precision 1/τ, the
error parameter 1/ε and the description size of C) under the distribution D in the QSQ model if there is
a polynomial time algorithm A that ε-learns C under D. We say that C can be ε-learned in polynomial
time if the learning algorithm A works for every distribution D : {0,1}n → [0,1].4
When the bias is not explicitly mentioned,QSQ(C) denotes the statistical query complexity of
learning C with bias ε = 1/3.
Like in the classical case, our first observation is that if there exists an efficient quantum statis-
tical learning algorithm using Qstat queries then there also exists a quantum learning algorithm
in the standard and noisy PAC setting.
Theorem 3.4 Let C be a concept class. Let τ,δ > 0 and η < max{1/2,2τ2}. Suppose there exists an
ε-QSQ algorithm that makes Q Qstat queries with tolerance at least τ. Then,
1. there exists a (ε,δ)-quantum PAC learner for C that uses O(τ−2Q log(Q/δ)) quantum examples.
2. there exists a η-noisy (ε,δ)-quantum PAC learner for C that usesO((τ−√η/2)−2Q log(Q/δ))many
η-noisy quantum examples.
Proof. Suppose there exists a quantum statistical algorithm that makes the Q Qstat queries
{(M1,τ), . . . , (MQ ,τ)} and the output of Qstat queries are {α1, . . . ,αQ}, where∣∣∣∣αi − 〈ψc|Mi |ψc〉∣∣∣∣ ≤ τ,
and |ψc〉 =
∑
x
√
D(x)|x,c(x)〉.5 We now prove the first statement in the theorem. Consider a
quantum PAC learner that does the following: for every i ∈ [Q], a quantum learner obtains T =
log(Q/δ)/τ2 copies of |ψc〉 and measures each of them according toMi with outcomes {ai1, . . . ,aiT } ∈
[−1,1]T . The quantum PAC learner simply passes βi = 1T
∑T
j=1 a
i
j to theQSQ learner. By a Chernoff
bound, observe that
Pr
[∣∣∣∣βi − 〈ψc|Mi |ψc〉∣∣∣∣ ≤ τ] ≥ 1− δQ for every i ∈ [Q],
4Here, by polynomial-time algorithm, we mean the number of gates used in the quantum algorithm is polynomial
in the relevant parameters.
5We remark that we consider non-adaptive queries for simplicity and that our argument works even if the QSQ
learner makes Q adaptive Qstat queries.
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where the probability is taken over the randomness in measurement. By the union bound over
all Q, with probability at least 1−δ, the QSQ learner obtains {β1, . . . ,βQ} which are the responseQ
Qstat queries up to precision τ. Hence the QSQ learner (and the quantum PAC learner) outputs
a hypothesis h that satisfies Prx∼D[h(x) = c(x)] ≥ 2/3. The total number of quantum examples used
by quantum PAC learner is Q · log(Q/δ)/τ2.
We now prove the second statement in the theorem. Consider the case where an η-noisy
quantum PAC learner is given T = (τ −√η/2)−2 log(Q/δ) noisy quantum examples ⊗
j∈[T ] |ψ̂j〉 for
each query i ∈ [Q], where each |ψ̂j〉 is a fresh noisy example as described in Equation (1). The noisy
PAC learner behaves like a standard PAC learner, for every i ∈ [Q], the learner measures each of
the T copies according to Mi , obtains {αi1, . . . ,αiT } and passes β ′i = 1T
∑T
j=1 a
i
j to the QSQ learner.
Before we analyze the difference between β ′i and 〈ψ̂c |Mi |ψ̂c〉, we first observe that for every Mi
satisfying ‖Mi‖ ≤ 1 and for every j ∈ [T ], we have
E
[∣∣∣〈ψc|Mi |ψc〉 − 〈ψ̂j |Mi |ψ̂j〉∣∣∣] ≤ E[∥∥∥|ψ̂j〉〈ψ̂j | − |ψc〉〈ψc |∥∥∥] = E[√1− 〈ψ̂j |ψc〉] =√1−√1− η ≤√η/2,
where we use the definition of trace distance in the first inequality and
√
1− x ≤ x/2 for x ≤ 1 in
the last inequality. Hence for every i, j, we have
µ :=E
[
〈ψ̂j |Mi |ψ̂j〉
]
∈
[
〈ψc |Mi |ψc〉 −
√
η/2,〈ψc|Mi |ψc〉+
√
η/2
]
, (2)
and such value is independent of j. Using a Chernoff bound over the T noisy quantum examples,
we have
Pr
[∣∣∣∣β ′i −µ∣∣∣∣ ≤ τ −√η/2] ≥ 1− δQ, (3)
where the probability is taken over the randomness in measurement. In particular, with proba-
bility 1− δQ we have that∣∣∣∣β ′i − 〈ψc|Mi |ψc〉∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣∣β ′i −µ∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣µ− 〈ψc |Mi |ψc〉∣∣∣∣ ≤ τ −√η/2+√η/2 = τ, (4)
where the first inequality used the triangle inequality and the last inequality used Equations (2)
and (3). We now use the same argument as the PAC setting to argue that with probability at least
1− δ, a QSQ learner which obtains {β ′1, . . . ,β ′Q} will output h that satisfies Prx∼D[h(x) = c(x)] ≥ 2/3,
hence proving the theorem statement. The total number of quantum examples used by quantum
PAC learner is O((τ −√η/2)−2Q log(Q/δ)). 
4 Learning concept classes quantum efficiently
In this section, we show how to quantum-efficiently learn concept classes in the QSQ model that
are provably hard to learn in the classical SQ model. Our key technical tool that will lead to such
learning algorithms is a procedure to estimate the Fourier mass of a concept c on a subset of {0,1}n
using a single Qstat.
Lemma 4.1 Let f : {0,1}n → {−1,1} and |ψf 〉 = 1√2n
∑
x |x,f (x)〉. There is a procedure that on input
T ⊆ {0,1}n, outputs a τ-estimate of ∑S∈T f̂ (S)2 using one Qstat query with tolerance τ.
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Proof. LetM =
∑
S∈T |S〉〈S |. The observable used in Qstat is then
M ′ = H⊗(n+1) ·
(
I
⊗n ⊗ |1〉〈1|
)
·M ·
(
I
⊗n ⊗ |1〉〈1|
)
·H⊗(n+1).
Operationally, M ′ corresponds to first apply the Fourier transform on |ψf 〉, post-selecting on the
last qubit being 1 and finally applying M to the first n qubits. In order to see the action of M ′
on |ψf 〉, first observe that H⊗(n+1)|ψf 〉 yields
1√
2n
∑
x
|x,f (x)〉 → 1
2n
∑
x,y
∑
b∈{0,1}
(−1)x·y+b·f (x)|y,b〉.
Conditioned on the (n + 1)-th qubit being 1, we have that the resulting quantum state is |ψ′f 〉 =∑
Q f̂ (Q)|Q〉. ApplyingM to the resulting state gives us
〈ψ′f |M |ψ′f 〉 =
∑
R,Q∈{0,1}n
S∈T
〈S |Q〉〈S |R〉f̂ (R)f̂ (Q) =
∑
S∈T
f̂ (S)2.
Therefore, one Qstat(M ′ ,τ) query results in a τ-approximation of
∑
S∈T f̂ (S)2. 
We now use this lemma to show efficient QSQ learners for parities, k-juntas and DNFs.
4.1 Learning Parities
We start by showing a polynomial time QSQ learner for parities. Classically, Kearns [Kea98]
showed that 2Ω(n) Stat queries (with tolerance at least 2−Ω(n)) are necessary to weakly learn parities
under the uniform distribution.
Lemma 4.2 The concept class C = {χs : {0,1}n → {0,1}}s of parities can be exactly learned with O(n)
Qstat queries with tolerance at least 1/3 under the uniform distribution.
Proof. Let c : {0,1}n → {−1,1} be a parity function defined as c(x) = (−1)s·x for an unknown
s ∈ {0,1}n. Then it is not hard to see that Infi(c) = 1 for all i ∈ supp(s) and Infi(c) = 0 otherwise.
Using this observation, the O(n) query quantum algorithm is straightforward: for every i ∈ [n],
we use Lemma 4.1 to estimate the ith influence using one Qstat query with tolerance τ = 1/3 (we
let T = {S ⊆ {0,1}n : si = 1} in Lemma 4.1, in which case we have
∑
S∈T f̂ (S)2 = Infi(f )). Suppose
Infi(f ) = 1, then the outcome of the ith Qstat query is in the interval [2/3,4/3] and if Infi(f ) = 0,
the outcome of the Qstat query is in the interval [−1/3,1/3]. Given the outcomes of the queries, a
quantum learning algorithm can easily learn s ∈ {0,1}n, and hence c exactly. In order to understand
why this algorithm can be implemented efficiently observe that for T = {S ⊆ {0,1}n : si = 1}, the
correspondingM we need to implement in Lemma 4.1 can be written as
M =
∑
S∈T
|S〉〈S | = |1〉〈1|i ⊗H⊗(n−1) ·
(
|0〉〈0|⊗[n]\{i}
)
·H⊗(n−1), (5)
where the ith qubit is fixed to |1〉〈1| and the remaining n−1 qubits (excluding the ith qubit) can be
obtained by applying the Hadamard transform on the n− 1 qubits. SinceM can be implemented
using poly(n) gates, one can learn parities quantum efficiently. 
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4.2 Learning k-juntas
Using a similar idea to the parities problem, we show how to efficiently learn the class of O(logn)-
juntas under the uniform distribution in polynomial time in the QSQ model. The idea of this
quantum learning algorithm is to first learnmost of k influential variables of a junta using Lemma 4.1
and then approximates all the 2k Fourier coefficients of the function using 2k classical Stat queries
with tolerance 2−k.
Lemma 4.3 Let C be the concept class of k-juntas. Then,O(n+2O(k))manyQstat queries with tolerance
at least O(ε · 2−k/2) suffices to ε-learn C under the uniform distribution.
Proof. Our algorithm is divided into two steps: first, we use O(n) Qstat queries with tolerance
O(ε/k) to learn the variables i ∈ [n] for which Infi (f ) ≥ ε/k. Let T be the set of such variables. Next
we use classical statistical queries to estimate all the Fourier coefficients f̂ (V ) for every V ⊆ T
using at most O(2k) Qstat queries with tolerance 2−Ω(k).
Let c be a k-junta over the variables in Q ⊆ [n] with size |Q| = k, i.e., c(x) = f (xQ) for some
arbitrary f : {0,1}k → {0,1}. Then, it is not hard to see that for all i < Q, we have Infi(c) = 0. Since
the goal of a quantum statistical learner is to ε-learn c, it suffices to obtain the variables i ∈ [n]
whose influence Infi(f ) is at least ε/2k. Our quantum learning algorithm proceeds as follows: for
every i ∈ [n], we use Lemma 4.1 to estimate Infi(f ) upto precision ε/(5k). Suppose the outcome of
these queries is α1, . . .αn, we let
T =
{
i ∈ [n] : αi ≥ ε/4k
}
.
First, notice that T ⊆ Q, since Infi (f ) = 0 implies that αi ≤ ε/5k. Observe also that for every
i ∈ Q \ T , we have Infi (f ) < ε/(2k): in order to see this, suppose Infi(f ) ≥ ε/2k for some i ∈ Q \ T ,
then the Qstat query to estimate Infi(f ) would produce an αi such that
αi ≥ Infi (f )− ε/(5k) ≥ ε/4k,
but this contradicts the fact that i < T . Hence T has captured all the variables with high influences.
In particular ∑
i∈[n]\T
Infi (c) =
∑
i∈Q\T
Infi (f ) ≤ k ·
ε
2k
= ε/2, (6)
where the first equality used the fact that Infi (c) = 0 for every i < Q and the inequality used that
there are at most k influential variables, hence |Q| ≤ k
In the second phase, we ε-approximately learn the junta. In order to do this, we estimate the
Fourier coefficients for all subsets of T . For every V ⊆ T , we make oneQstat query to approximate
f̂ (V ) upto error
√
ε/2 · 2−k/2: for V ⊆ [n], let φ(x,b) = b · (−1)V ·x for all x ∈ {0,1}n,b ∈ {0,1}, hence
Ex[φ(x,c(x))] = Ex
[
c(x) · (−1)V ·x
]
= ĉ(V ). Overall, it takes 2|V | ≤ 2k many Qstat queries to estimate
all Fourier coefficients {̂c(V ) : V ⊆ T }. Once we obtain all these approximations {αV }V⊆Q, we
output the function
g(x) = sign
( ∑
V⊆T
αV ·χV (x)
︸            ︷︷            ︸
:=h(x)
)
, for every x ∈ {0,1}n.
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We now argue that g is in fact ε-close to c:
Pr
x∈{0,1}n
[c(x) , g(x)] = Ex[c(x) , sign(h(x))]
≤ Ex[|c(x)− h(x)|2]
=
∑
V
(̂h(V )− ĉ(V ))2 =
∑
V⊆T
(αV − ĉ(V ))2 +
∑
V⊆[n]\T
ĉ(V )2
≤ 2k · ε
2k+1
+
∑
i∈[n]\T
Infi(c) ≤ ε,
(7)
where [·] is the indicator of an event, the second equality used Plancherel’s identity to con-
clude Ex(c(x) − h(x))2 =
∑
V (̂c(V )− ĥ(V ))2, the second inequality follows by definition of Infi(c) =∑
S⊆[n]:S∋i ĉ(S)2 and the fact that Qstat queries return αV which are a ε/2 · 2−k/2 approximation
of ĉ(V ), and finally the last inequality used Eq. (6). For the same reason as in Lemma 4.2,
phase 1 can be performed quantum-efficiently (since the Ms can be expressed as Eq. (5) which
takes poly(n) gates to implement) and phase 2 takes time polynomial in n,2k since each φ can be
computed in time O(n) and we make 2k many Stat queries. 
Notice that classically, every SQ learner for k-juntas needs to make nΩ(k) Stat queries with
tolerance at least n−Ω(k), since this class contains at least
(n
k
)
distinct parity functions.
4.3 Learning Disjunctive Normal Forms (DNFs)
Finally, we give a polynomial time learning for learning poly(n)-sized DNFs in the QSQ model.
Classically we need nΩ(logn) classical Stat queries (with tolerance n−Ω(logn)) to learn DNFs (since
poly(n)-sized DNFs contain O(logn)-juntas which in turn contain at least nO(logn) distinct par-
ity functions).
The key step of the proof is to replace the membership queries in the well-known Goldreich-
Levin (GL) algorithm [GL89, KM93] by quantum statistical queries. In particular, for a function
c : {0,1}n → {−1,1}, our “quantum statistical” GL algorithm makes poly(n,1/τ) Qstat queries with
tolerance at least τ and returns a set U = {T1, . . . ,Tℓ} ⊆ [n] such that if |̂c(T )| ≥ τ, then T ∈ U ,
and if T ∈ U , we have |̂c(T )| ≥ τ/2. Using this subroutine, for an s-term DNF we can find all the
Fourier coefficients which satisfy |̂c(T )| ≥ 1/s using poly(n,s) many Qstat queries. After this, one
can use the classical algorithm for DNF learning by [Fel12] in order to approximate the s-term
DNF. Overall our quantum statistical oracle uses poly(n) Qstat queries of tolerance 1/ poly(n) to
learn poly(n)-sized DNF formulas.
In order to prove the main lemma statement, we first argue that, in the classical Goldreich-
Levin algorithm (GL algorithm) [GL89, KM93], we can replace classical membership queries by
quantum statistical queries.
Theorem 4.4 (Goldreich-Levin theorem usingQstat queries) Let f : {−1,1}n → {−1,1}, τ ∈ (0,1].
There exists a poly(n,1/τ)-time quantum statistical learning algorithm that with high probability out-
puts U = {T1, . . . ,Tℓ} ⊆ [n] such that: (i) if |f̂ (T )| ≥ τ, then T ∈U ; and (ii) if T ∈U , then |f̂ (T )| ≥ τ/2.
We do not prove Theorem 4.4 here since it follows the classical GL algorithm almost exactly.6
Instead, we only state the difference between the proofs of classicalGL algorithm and Theorem 4.4.
6An interested reader is referred to Section 3.5 of [O’D14] for details.
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In classical GL algorithm, one uses classical membership queries to perform the following task in
time poly(n,1/ε): let Q ⊆ [n], for every S ⊆ Q, estimate ∑V⊆Qc ĉ(S ∪V )2 upto precision ε. Instead,
in the proof of Theorem 4.4, we simply use Lemma 4.1 to estimate
∑
V⊆Qc ĉ(S ∪ V )2 using one
quantum statistical query Qstat(c,ε) (we use Lemma 4.1 by setting T = {(S ∪ V ) : V ⊆ Qc} for
a fixed S). The remaining part of GL algorithm, as well as the proof of Theorem 4.4, does not
involve membership queries to c. Observe again that for a fixed S and T = {(S ∪V ) : V ⊆ Qc}, we
can writeM in Lemma 4.1 as
M =
∑
R∈T
|R〉〈R| = |1〉〈1|S ⊗ |0〉〈0|Q\S ⊗H⊗(n−|Q|) ·
(
|0〉〈0|⊗[n]\Q
)
·H⊗(n−|Q|),
wherein for all i ∈ S , we fix the ith qubit to |1〉〈1|, for j ∈ Q\S we set the jth qubit to be |0〉〈0| and
the remaining n − |Q| qubits can be obtained by applying the Hadamard transform on the n − |Q|
qubits. Clearly such Ms can be implemented quantum efficiently using poly(n) gates. We now
prove our main lemma using Theorem 4.4.
Lemma 4.5 Let C be the concept class of poly(n)-sized DNFs. Then there exists a poly(n)-query QSQ
algorithm that ε-learns C under the uniform distribution.
Proof. Our quantumDNF learning algorithm follows the same ideas as the classical DNF learning
by Feldman [Fel12]. We simply replace the classical membership queries in Feldman’s algorithm
by quantum statistical queries.7 The only use of membership queries in Feldman’s algorithm
(in particular, Corollary 5.1 of [Fel12]) is to run GL algorithm to collect all the “large” Fourier
coefficients of low Hamming weight: i.e., for an s-term DNF c, Feldman’s learning algorithm uses
membership queries to find all the Ss that satisfy |̂c(S)| ≥ Ω(ε/s). In order to collect such Ss, we
use GL (see Theorem 4.4) which makes poly(n,s/ε) quantum statistical queries to find all the heavy
Fourier coefficients of c and discard those coefficients with large Hamming weight. The remaining
part of the Feldman’s algorithm in order to ε-learn c does not require membership queries to c
and our quantum learner simply continues with Feldman’s algorithm. The overall running time
of Feldman’s algorithm and our quantum learning algorithm is poly(n,s/ε) = poly(n/ε) since we
are concerned with S = poly(n)-sized DNFs. 
5 Statistical query dimension
In a seminal work, Blumer et al. [BEHW89] showed that sample complexity of PAC learning is
characterized by a combinatorial parameter called VC dimension (which was defined by Vapnik
and Chervonenkis [VC71]). Similarly, Blum et al. [BFJ+94] introduced a combinatorial parame-
ter called statistical query dimension that characterizes the sample complexity of weak statistical
query learning.8 Roughly the statistical query dimension for a concept class C and distributionD
measures the maximum number of concepts in C that are nearly uncorrelated with respect to D.
Let us define it more formally.
7Alternatively, we could have used the weak-quantum learning for DNFs from [BJ95], followed by the statistical
query boosting algorithm by [AD98].
8Here, “weak” refers to the fact that the output hypothesis h of the learner needs to weak-approximate the target
concept c∗ under the unknown distribution D, i.e., Prx∼D [h(x) = c∗(x)] ≥ 1/2+1/ poly(n).
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Definition 5.1 Let C be a concept class and D be a distribution. Then WeakSQDIM(C,D) is defined as
the largest d such that there exists {c1, . . . , cd } ⊆ C such that |Ex∼D[ci(x) · cj (x)]| ≤ 1d for every i , j. We
define WeakSQDIM(C) = maxD{WeakSQDIM(C,D)}.
Using this combinatorial quantity, Blum et al. [BFJ+94] showed the following characterization.
Theorem 5.2 (Blum et al. [BFJ+94]) Let C ⊆ {c : {0,1}n → {0,1}} be a concept class and D be a distri-
bution. Suppose WeakSQDIM(C,D) = d.
• There exists a SQ algorithm for learning C under D, with error 12 − 13d , that makes d Stat queries
each with tolerance at least 1/(3d).
• If all Stat queries are made with tolerance ≥ d−1/3, then at least d1/3 queries to the Stat oracle is
necessary in order to weakly SQ learn C.
Subsequently, there have been many works [Szo¨09, Yan01, Fel17] that generalized and strength-
ened WeakSQDIM(C,D) in order to characterize other variants of SQ learning model. We do not
define these strengthened combinatorial parameters since we will not be using them.
We now show that that for every concept class C, distribution D and tolerance τ > 0, every
learner needs to make log1/τ(WeakSQDIM(C,D)) many Qstat queries with tolerance at least τ in
order to learn C under D with error at most 1/2− 1/d.
Lemma 5.3 Let τ > 0. Let C ⊆ {c : {0,1}n → {−1,1}} and D : {0,1}n → [0,1] be a distribution such that
WeakSQDIM(C,D) = d. Then, every weak QSQ learning algorithm for C (with error at most 1/2− 1/d)
needs to make Ω(log1/τ d) Qstat queries each of tolerance at least τ. Moreover, this lower bound is tight
for the class of parity functions on n bits.
Proof. In order to prove the lemma, we will use the following simple fact: suppose we place d
points on the unit interval [−1,1], then one can always find a 2τ-sized ball within the unit interval
that covers τd points. In order to see this: suppose by contradiction, assume that every 2τ-sized
ball in the interval [−1,1] covers strictly lesser than τd points. Then place 1/τ 2τ-sized balls to
cover [−1,1]. By assumption, since each of the 1/τ 2τ-sized covers < τd points, the total number
of points in the interval [−1,1] is strictly lesser than d, which contradicts the original assumption
that we placed d points in the interval [−1,1].
Let C be a concept class and D be a distribution satisfying WeakSQDIM(C,D) = d. By defi-
nition, there are d concepts C ′ = {c1, . . . , cd } such that for every ci , cj ∈ C ′ , we have
∣∣∣∣Ex∼D[ci(x) ·
cj (x)]
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1/d. We now show that every QSQ learner for C with bias 1/d and tolerance at least
2τ, needs to makeΩ(log1/τ d) quantum statistical queries. The proof goes via an adversarial argu-
ment, i.e., we show how the replies of aQstat oracle can enforce aQSQ learner tomakeΩ(log1/τ d)
queries to the Qstat oracle.
Suppose the first Qstat query made by the learner is specified by the operatorM1 and preci-
sion 2τ. The adversarial Qstat(M1,2τ) oracle computes A1 =
(
〈ψc|M1|ψc〉
)
c∈C ′ , which contains d
values. By the argument in the beginning of the proof, there exists a point x1 such that at least τd
points in A1 lie within a 2τ-radius of x1. Then, the Qstat(M1,2τ) oracle responds with x1. This
narrows down the search space for the learner to at least τd candidate concepts C1 ⊆ C. Suppose
the next quantum statistical query of the learner is (M2,2τ), theQstat(M2,2τ) oracle computes the
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sequence A2 =
(
〈ψc |M2|ψc〉
)
c∈C1
with at least τd values and responds with x2 such that there are at
least τ2d points in A2 around x2. This process repeats for all the T Qstat queries {(Mi ,2τ) : i ∈ [T ]}
made by the QSQ learner.
Suppose T < log1/(2τ) d queries. Then after making T queries, there are at least two distinct
concepts c1, c2 ∈ C ′ that satisfy
Pr
x∼D
[c1(x) , c2(x)] ≥ 1/2− 1/2d (8)
and these concepts are consistent with all the T quantum statistical queries queries made so
far. Let h be the output of the quantum learner. Given Eq. (8), it must be the case that either
Prx∼D[c1(x) , h(x)] ≥ 1/2− 1/4d or Prx∼D[c2(x) , h(x)] ≥ 1/2− 1/4d, and we can choose, adversari-
ally, the concept that maximizes such distance. Hence T , the number of queries made by an QSQ
learner, needs to be at least log1/(2τ) d, proving the lower bound.
We now show that this lower bound is tight. Let PARITYn be the class of parity functions on n
bits. For c,c′ ∈ PARITYn with c , c′, under the uniformdistributionUn we have thatEx∼Un [c(x)c′(x)] =
0. Since |PARITYn| = 2n, we have WeakSQDIM(PARITY,Un) = 2n. Along with Lemma 4.2, the lower
bound above is tight for PARITYn under the uniform distribution. 
5.1 Connections to communication complexity
We now present connections between the weak statistical query dimension and communication
complexity. Several works [KNR99, JZ09, ANTV99] showed a surprising connection between com-
munication complexity and learning theory: for every F : {0,1}n × {0,1}n → {0,1}, the classical and
quantum one-way communication complexities of F (under product distributions) are character-
ized by the VC dimension of the concept class CF = {Fx : {0,1}n → {0,1} : Fx(y) = F(x,y)}x∈{0,1}n . We
now prove that weak statistical query dimension of CF also lower bounds the complexity in this
communication model when ε asymptotically goes to zero.
We now define the model formally. Let C ⊆ {c : {0,1}n → {0,1}} and µ : C × {0,1}n → [0,1] be
a product distribution. We consider the following task: (c,x) are picked from C × {0,1}n according
to µ, and Alice is given as input c ∈ C and Bob is given x ∈ {0,1}n. Alice and Bob share random bits
and Alice is allowed to send classical bits to Bob, who needs to output c(x) with probability 1/2+γ .
We let R→,×1/2+γ (c) be the minimum number of bits that Alice communicates to Bob, so that he can
output c(x) with probability at least 1/2 + γ (where the probability is taken over the randomness
of Bob as well as the distribution µ). Let R→,×1/2+γ (C) = maxc∈C {R→,×1/2+γ (c)}.
We show that quantum statistical query complexity is an upper bound on R→,×1/2+γ (C). The proof
follows simply by observing that Alice can simulate the quantum statistical queries and sends
the outputs to Bob, who runs the learning algorithm and obtains a hypothesis h that (1/2 + γ )-
correlates with the unknown c ∈ C. Bob then outputs h(x).
Lemma 5.4 Let C ⊆ {c : {0,1}n → {0,1}} and γ > 0. Then R→,×1/2+γ (C) ≤ QSQ1/2+γ (C) · log(1/τ), where
the QSQ learner for C makes queries with tolerance at least τ > 0.
Proof. Let QSQ1/2+γ (C) = d. For every c ∈ C and distribution D : {0,1}n → [0,1], there exists
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{(Mi ,τ)}i∈[d] and a QSQ learning algorithm A such that: given α1, . . . ,αd satisfying∣∣∣∣αi − 〈ψc|Mi |ψc〉∣∣∣∣ ≤ τ for every i ∈ [d], (9)
where |ψc〉 =
∑
x
√
D(x)|x,c(x)〉,A can output a hypothesis h : {0,1}n → {0,1} satisfying Prx∼D[h(x) =
c(x)] ≥ 1/2+γ .
Consider the product distribution µ = µ1 × µ2 where µ1 : C → [0,1] and µ2 : {0,1}n → [0,1].
Suppose Alice receives c ∈ C according the distribution µ1 and Bob obtains x ∈ {0,1}n from distri-
bution µ2. Bob now runs the quantum statistical query protocol for the distribution D = µ2. In
order to run the protocol, Alice sends α1, . . . ,αd to Bob where αs are defined in Eq. (9) for the state
|ψc〉 =
∑
x
√
µ2(x)|x,c(x)〉 (note that the distribution µ is known both to Alice and Bob explicitly).
The total cost of sending αi is at most log(1/τ). Bob uses these αs and obtains a hypothesis h that
satisfies Prx∼µ2[h(x) = c(x)] ≥ 1/2+γ . Bob then outputs h(x). By the promise of theQSQ algorithm,
for every c ∈ C, we have
Pr
x∼µ2
[h(x) = c(x)] ≥ 1
2
+γ.
In particular, this implies Pr(c,x)∼µ[h(x) = c(x)] ≥ 12 + γ. Hence, we have R→,×1/2+γ (C) ≤ d log(1/τ),
thereby proving the lemma statement. 
Similar to R→,×1/2+γ (C), we can define Q
→,×
1/2+γ (C) as the quantum communication complexity of
computing C under product distributions, wherein Alice is allowed to send quantum bits to Bob.
We observe that WeakSQDIM(C) can be used to lower bound Q→,×1/2+γ (C).
Lemma 5.5 Let C ⊆ {c : {0,1}n → {0,1}}. For every γ > 0, we have
Ω(log(γ ·
√
WeakSQDIM(C))) ≤Q→,×1/2+γ (C). (10)
Proof. The main technical tool in the proof is a combinatorial quantity called discrepancy. which
we do not define here, but we use its connections toWeakSQDIM and communication complexity.
Sherstov [She08] showed that for any C and FC : C × {0,1}n → {0,1} such that F(c,x) = c(x), we
have that √
1
2
WeakSQDIM(CF) ≤
1
disc×(F)
≤ 8WeakSQDIM(CF)2.
Our lemma statement follows from the result of [Kla07], who showed that for any function F :
X ×Y → [0,1], distribution µ and γ > 0, we have Qµ1/2+γ (F) ≥ log2
(
γ
discµ(F)
)
. 
Prior to our work, Kremer et al. [KNR99] and Ambainis et al [ANTV99] related the VC dimen-
sion and communication complexity by showing that for every concept class C we have
(1−H2(ε)) ·VC(C) ≤ R→,×ε (C) ≤ VC(C), (11)
whereH2(·) is the binary entropy function. In particular for constant ε, they showed the character-
ization R→,×ε (C) =Θ(VC(C)). A priori it might seem that the lower bound of Ω(logWeakSQDIM(C))
in Lemma 5.5 is exponentially worse than the upper bound that we get in Lemma 5.4 and might
not be useful in comparison to the lower bound in Eq. (11). However note that for every C, the best
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lower bound that Eq. (11) can yield is VC(C) ≤ log |C |, and one can obtain a similar lower bound
using our Lemma 5.5 since WeakSQDIM(C) could be as large as |C |. In fact we show that in the
small-error regime, our lower bound can be exponentially better than what can get from Eq. (11).
Suppose ε = 1/2+γ for some γ ≪ 1/2 in Eq. (11). The lower bound scales then as
(1−H2(ε)) ·VC(C) =
(
1−H2
(1
2
+γ
))
·VC(C) =Θ(γ2 ·VC(C)),
where we used the Taylor series expansion of H2(·) to conclude H2(1/2 + γ ) = Θ(γ2) for γ ≪ 1/2.
Let C = PARITYn and γ =WeakSQDIM(C)
−1/3 = 2−n/3, then Eq. (11) gives us the trivial
R
→,×
1
2+γ
(C) ≥ VC(C)
WeakSQDIM(C)3
=Ω(n · 2−2n/3),
however Eq. (10) gives us a stronger bound ofQ→,×1
2+γ
(C) ≥Ω
(
log
(
WeakSQDIM(C)
1
6
))
=Ω(n). Notice
that this allows us to give non-trivial lower bounds on the communication complexity even for
inverse exponential bias.
6 Quantum learning in a differential private setting
In this section we describe the connections between theQSQmodel and private learning. We start
with a brief overview of classical differential privacy.
6.1 Differential privacy
Differential privacy is an important framework that provides a mathematical model for the no-
tion of privacy of individuals on database queries [Dwo06, DN04, DMNS16, BDMN05]. More
concretely, an algorithm A is said to be α-differentially private if for any two neighbor databases9
X and X ′ , where two databases are neighbors if they differ in a single position, and for every
subset F of the possible outcomes of A we have
Pr
[
A (X) ∈F
]
≤ eα Pr
[
A (X ′) ∈F
]
.
Given the success of differential privacy (in theory and practice), this notion was extended
also to learning algorithms by Kasiviswanathan et al. [KLN+08]. In this setting, we extend the re-
quirements of standard PAC learning to require the learning algorithm to be differentially-private.
Classically, it is well known that that if a concept class can be learned in statistical query model,
it can be private PAC learnable and this connection has provided many consequences (which we
do not discuss here, and refer the interested reader to [KLN+08, BBKN14, Vad17] for more on
differential privacy and its applications).
6.1.1 Laplacian mechanism
The Laplacian mechanism is a technique used often to ensure that the output of a classical algo-
rithm is differentially-private. The mechanism works as follows: suppose we want to compute
9We can see a database X as a string in Σn, for some alphabet Σ.
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function f : [0,1]T → [0,1] whose input variables have small influences, then the Laplacian mech-
anism first computes f on an input (x1, . . . ,xT ), then adds noise from the Laplace distribution to
f (x1, . . . ,xT ) and outputs the resulting value.
Definition 6.1 (Laplacian mechanism) Let T ≥ 1, f : [0,1]T → [0,1] and a1, . . . ,aT ∈ [0,1]. The
Laplacian mechanism for computing f , first computes a′ = f (a1, . . . ,aT ) and outputs a′ + x where x is
drawn from the Laplacian distribution D :R→ [0,1] with parameter αn defined as
Dα·n(x) =
αn
2
e−|x|·αn,
where |x| is the absolute value of x.
The output of the Laplacian mechanism can be shown to compute f in a differentially pri-
vate manner. In particular, it is well-known that it can be used to compute the average of numbers
(i.e., given a1, . . . ,aT ∈ R, compute a′ = f (a1, . . . ,aT ) = 1T
∑T
i=1 ai ) privately.
Lemma 6.2 The Laplacian mechanism for computing the average of T numbers {a1, . . . ,aT } with Lapla-
cian parameter α · T is α-differentially private. Moreover, there exists some universal constant C > 0
such that with probability at least 1− δ the output v of the Laplacian mechanism satisfies:
∣∣∣∣v − 1
T
T∑
i=1
ai
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C · 1
αT
log
(
1
δ
)
.
For a proof of this lemma and additionally applications of the Laplacianmechanism in differential
privacy, we refer the reader to [DR14, Section 3.3].
6.2 Private quantum PAC learning
Given the success of differential privacy, its quantum analogue was recently proposed by Aaron-
son and Rothblum [AR19], which we define now.
Definition 6.3 Two product states |Φ〉 = |φ1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |φn〉. and |Ψ〉 = |ψ1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |ψn〉 are neighbors if
there exists at most one i ∈ [n] such that |φi〉 , |ψi〉. A quantum algorithm A is α-differential private
on some subset S of product states if for all states |Φ〉, |Ψ〉 ∈ S that are neighbors and every subset F of
the possible outputs of A we have that10
Pr[A (|Ψ〉) ∈F ] ≤ eα Pr[A (|Φ〉) ∈ F ].
Inspired by this definition, we now define private learning a concept class.
Definition 6.4 Let C be a concept class. We say a A is a (α,ε,δ)-differentially private quantum PAC
learning algorithm for C with sample complexity T if i) A is α-differentially private and ii) for every
distribution D : {0,1}n → [0,1], A uses T copies of |ψc〉 =
∑
x
√
D(x)|x,c(x)〉, and with probability at
least 1− δ outputs h such that Prx∼D[h(x) , c(x)] ≤ ε.
10Following [BNS13], we define the stronger notion of privacy where the probabilities are close not only for every
possible output, but also for every subset of outputs.
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In classical literature it is well-known that if a concept class is learnable in the SQmodel, then
it can also be learned privately in the PAC learning model. We now show that this implication
also holds true in the quantum case. The proof follows similarly to Theorem 3.4: we use O(τ−2)
quantum examples to simulate a Qstat oracle with tolerance τ and then, to ensure privacy the of
each query, we use the well-known Laplacian mechanism (see Section 6.1.1) in the simulation of
Qstat by quantum examples.
Theorem 6.5 Let C ⊆ {c : {0,1}n → {0,1}}. If there exists a learning algorithm that ε-learns C using d
Qstat queries with tolerance at least τ, then the quantum sample complexity of (α,ε,δ)-private quantum
PAC learning C is O
((
d
τ2
+ dετ
)
· log
(
d
β
))
.
Proof. The proof here is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.4 where we showed quantum SQ
learnability implies quantum PAC learnability. Suppose QSQ(C) = d. For every c ∈ C and distri-
bution D : {0,1}n → [0,1]: suppose the QSQ learner A makes the queries {(Mi ,τ)}i∈[d] and obtains
α1, . . . ,αd satisfying ∣∣∣∣αi − 〈ψc|Mi |ψc〉∣∣∣∣ ≤ τ for every i ∈ [d],
for |ψc〉 =
∑
x
√
D(x)|x,c(x)〉, then A outputs a hypothesis h satisfying Prx∼D[h(x) , c(x)] ≤ η. Let
Q = Cα−1 ·
(
1
τ2
+
2
τ
)
· log
(
2d
δ
)
where C is the constant defined in Theorem 6.2. Consider a quantum PAC learner that for every
i ∈ [d], the learner obtainsQmany (fresh) quantum examples |ψc〉, which are measured according
to the observableMi with outcomes a
i
1, . . . ,a
i
Q . The learner then applies the Laplacian mechanism
LM to compute the average of ai1, . . . ,a
i
Q: first compute b
i =
∑Q
j=1 a
i
j and then apply to b
i the Lapla-
cian noise with parameter α·Q, resulting in b˜i (see Definition 6.1). The quantumPAC learner feeds
the QSQ learner with {˜b1, . . . , b˜d }, and outputs the hypothesis h provided by the QSQ learner. The
sample complexity of this PAC learner is O
(
dα−1 ·
(
1
τ2
+ 2τ
)
· log
(
d
δ
))
.
We first analyze the correctness of our quantum PAC learner. Similar to the proof of Theo-
rem 3.4, observe that Q is large enough to ensure that, with probability at least 1−δ/(2d), we have
|bi −〈ψc|Mi |ψc〉| ≤ τ/2 for every i. Next, by Lemma 6.2, with probability at least 1−δ/(2d), we have∣∣∣∣b˜i − bi ∣∣∣∣ ≤ C · 1
αQ
· log
(
2d
δ
)
≤ τ
2
,
where the last inequality used the definition of Q. The difference between the quantum SQ query
response and b˜i can be bounded using the triangle inequality by
|〈ψc |Mi |ψc〉 − b˜i | ≤ |〈ψc |Mi |ψc〉 − bi |+ |bi − b˜i | ≤ τ.
Moreover, by a union bound we have: with probability at least 1 − δ, the quantum PAC learner
answers all d QSQ queries with error at most τ. Hence, with probability ≥ 1− δ, the output h of
the quantum QSQ learner (and hence the quantum PAC learner) satisfies Prx∼D[h(x) , c(x)] ≤ ε.
We now analyze the privacy of our quantum PAC learner. For that, let us analyze the privacy
for computing b˜i for some fixed i. Let Q be the procedure that computes b˜i from |ψc〉⊗Q. It
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follows that
Pr[Q
(
|ψc〉⊗Q
)
= y] = Pr
ai1,...,a
i
Q
[LM
(
{ai1, . . . ,aiQ}
)
= y]
≤ eα · Pr
ai1,...,a
i
Q
[LM
(
{ai1, . . . ,aiQ−1,w}
)
= y] = eα ·Pr[Q
(
|ψc〉⊗Q−1 ⊗ |φ〉
)
= y],
where we use that the Laplacian mechanism with our parameters is α-differential private and we
assume for simplicity that the (possibly) different entry is the last state in the tensor product.
Notice that the quantum PAC learning algorithm A receives as input |ψc〉⊗Qd , and runs Q
d-times in parallel and runs a procedure S that computes the hypothesis basis on the classical
statistics. Let assume again for simplicity that the neighbor |Φ〉 of |ψc〉⊗Qd has its different entry
in the last position. In this case, for any subset of outputs F , we have that
Pr[A
(
|ψc〉⊗Qd
)
∈ F ]
= Pr[S (y1, ...,yd ) ∈ F ]Pr[Q
(
|ψc〉⊗Q
)
= y1] · · ·Pr[Q
(
|ψc〉⊗Q
)
= yd ]
≤ eα Pr[S (y1, ...,yd ) ∈F ]Pr[Q
(
|ψc〉⊗Q
)
= y1] · · ·Pr[Q
(
|ψc〉⊗Q−1 ⊗ |φ〉
)
= yd ]
= Pr[A
(
|Φ〉
)
∈F ],
showing that A is also α-private. 
An immediate corollary of this theorem along with the results in Section 4 is the following
(which was not known before).
Corollary 6.6 Parities, k-juntas and DNFs can be privately quantum PAC learned under the uni-
form distribution.
6.3 Representation dimensions and private quantum PAC learning
It is well-known that the sample complexity of classical and quantum PAC learning is character-
ized by VC dimension [BEHW89, Han16, AW18]. Classically, in the private setting, a series of
results [BNS13, BBKN14, FX15] showed that the representational dimension of the concept class C
(PRDIM(C)) characterizes the sample complexity of private PAC learning. Here, we show that
PRDIM(C) also characterizes the sample complexity of private quantum PAC learning C.
In order to define the representation dimension of a concept class C ⊆ {c : {0,1}n → {0,1}}, we
first define the probabilistic representation of C and its probabilistic representational dimension.
Definition 6.7 (Representation of concept classes) A hypothesis class H ⊆ {h : {0,1}n → {0,1}} is
an ε-representation of C if for every c ∈ C and distribution D : {0,1}n → [0,1], there exists h ∈H such
that Prx∼D[h(x) , c(x)] ≤ ε.
Similarly, let P : [r] → [0,1] be a distribution and H = {H1, . . . ,Hr } be a collection of hypothesis
classes. We say (P,H ) is an (ε,δ)-probabilistic representation of C, if for every c ∈ C and distribution
D : {0,1}n → [0,1], we have
Pr
i∼P
[∃h ∈Hi s.t. Pr
x∼D
[h(x) , c(x)] ≤ ε] ≥ 1− δ.
Define size(H ) = max{log |Hi | :Hi ∈ H }
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We are now ready to define the probabilistic representational dimension of a concept class.
Definition 6.8 (Representational dimension [BBKN14, BNS13]) Let C ⊆ {c : {0,1}n → {0,1}} be a
concept class. The (ε,δ) probabilistic representational dimension of C, PRDIM(C) is defined as
min
{
size(H ) : there exists (P,H ) that (ε,δ)− probabilistically represents C
}
,
We now show that for every concept class C, the quantum sample complexity of private PAC
learning C is characterized by the representation dimension of a concept class. Since PRDIM(C)
is an upper-bound to the classical sample complexity of private PAC learning (which in its turn
is an upper bound to the quantum sample complexity11), we only need to show that PRDIM(C) is
also a lower bound on the quantum sample complexity of quantum private PAC learning. Together
with the corresponding classical characterization [BBKN14, BNS13] (which inspires our proof),
our result implies that quantum and classical sample complexities of private PAC learning are
equal, up to constant factors.
Theorem 6.9 If there exists an (α,ε,δ)-quantum private PAC learner for a concept class C with sample
complexity T , then the (ε,β)-probabilistic dimension PRDIM(C) =O(Tα ++loglog1/β).12
Proof. Let A be a (α,ε,1/2)-quantum private learning algorithm for C using a hypothesis classF ,
with sample complexity T . Fix c ∈ C and distribution D and define F ′ ⊆ F as F ′ = {h ∈ F :
Prx∼D[c(x) , h(x)] ≤ ε}. By the “δ-learning promise” of A , we know
Pr
[
A
(
|ψc〉⊗T
)
∈ F ′
]
≥ 1− δ, (12)
where the probability is taken with respect to the randomness of A . Let |ψ0〉 =
∑
x
√
D(x)|x,0〉.
The α-quantum differential privacy of A implies that
Pr[A
(
|ψ0〉⊗T
)
∈ F ′] ≥ e−α ·Pr[A
(
|ψ0〉⊗T−1 ⊗ |ψc〉
)
∈ F ′]
≥ e−2α Pr[A
(
|ψ0〉⊗T−2 ⊗ |ψc〉⊗2
)
∈ F ′] ≥ · · · ≥ e−Tα ·Pr[A
(
|ψc〉⊗T
)
∈ F ′]
which is at least (1 − δ)e−Tα using Eq. (12). In particular, we have that Pr
[
A
(
|ψ0〉⊗T
)
< F ′
]
≤
1− (1− δ)e−Tα . Suppose, we run A K = ln(1/β) · eTα/(1− δ) many times on input |ψ0〉⊗T , and letH
be the set of the outcomes of A on each execution. The probability that H does not contain an
ε-good hypothesis is at most(
1− (1− δ) · e−Tα
)K
≤ exp(−K(1− δ)e−Tα) ≤ β,
using (1 − x)t ≤ e−xt in the first inequality and the definition of K in the second inequality. Let
F˜ ⊆ F be the set of hypothesis that have a non-zero probability of being output when A is given
11In particular, this inequality holds because the following algorithm is a private quantum learner: suppose a quantum
learner obtains T quantum examples, measures each quantum example in the computational basis and then runs the
classical private learning algorithm on the T classical examples. This quantum algorithm satisfies the conditions of
quantum differential privacy, because a neighboring quantum state that is provided to the quantum learner will result
in neighboring classical examples and by assumption we know that the classical learner is differentially private.
12One can further prune this bound to get the ε dependence in the upper bound on PRDIM(C) by using ideas
in [BNS13, Lemma 3.16], we omit it here.
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the input |ψ0〉⊗T . Let alsoH =
{
H ⊆ F˜ : |H| ≤ ln(1/β)·eTα/(1−δ)
}
and P be the uniformdistribution
over allH ∈ H . Then (P,H ) is an (ε,β)-probabilistic representation for the concept class C and it
follows that
PRDIM(C) ≤ max
H∈supp(H )
{ln |H|} ≤O(Tα + loglog1/β),
which proves the theorem statement. 
7 Open questions and future work.
We now conclude with a few open questions. In our definition of QSQ, we have a classical ran-
domized learner and one could possibly consider a general definition of QSQ model wherein the
algorithm can make quantum superposition queries to the oracle, or ask the oracle to perform joint,
entangling measurements on multiple copies of |ψc∗〉.
Secondly, Bun and Zhandry [BZ16] showed that classical PAC learning is strictly more pow-
erful than its private version under cryptographic assumptions. We leave understanding if such a
separation also works in a (post-) quantum scenario as an open question.
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